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believed, my left would find no difficulty in
getting on.

My special objective was the hill which forms
the south-west corner of the Anafarta Sagir
.spur. Ismail Oglu Tepe, as it is called, forms
a strong natural -barrier against an invader
from the -^Egean who might wish to march
direct against the Anafartas. The hill rises
350 feet from the plain, with steep spurs jut-
ting out to the west and south-west, tlie whole
•of it covered with dense holly oak scrub, so
nearly impenetrable that it breaks up an attack
and forces troops to move in single file along
goat tracks between the bushes. The com-
paratively small number of guns landed up to
date was a weakness, seeing we had now to
.storm trenches, but the battleships were there
to back us, and as the bombardment was
limited, to a narrow front of a mile it was hoped
the troops would find themselves able to carry
the trenches and that the impetus of the charge
would carry them up to the top of the crest.
Our chief difficulty lay in the open nature and
•shallow depth of the ground available for the
concentration for attack. The only cover we
possessed was the hill Lala Baba, 200 yards
from the sea, and Yilghin Burnu, half a mile
from the Turkish front, the ground between
these two being an exposed plain. The 29th
Division, which was to make the attack on the
left, occupied the front trenches during the
preceding night; the llth Division, which was
to attack on the right, occupied the front
trenches on the right of Yilghin Burnu.

By some freak of nature Suvla Bay and
plain were wrapped in a strange mist on the
afternoon of the 21st of August. This was
sheer bad luck, as we1 had reckoned on the

. enemy's gunners being blinded by the declining
sun and upon the Turkish trenches being shown
up by the evening light with singular clearness,
as would have been the case on ninety-nine days
out of a hundred. Actually we could hardly
see the enemy lines this afternoon, whereas out
to the westward targets stood out in strong1

relief against the luminous mist. I wished
to postpone the attack, but for various
reasons this was not possible, and so, from
2.30 p.m. to 3 p.m. a heavy but none too
accurate artillery bombardment from land and
sea was directed against the Turkish first line
of trenches, whilst twenty-four machine-guns
in position on Yilghin Burnu did what they
could to lend a hand.

At 3 p.m. an advance was begun by the
infantry on the rigEt of the line. The 34th
Brigade of the llth Division rushed the
Turkish trenches between Hetman Chair and
Aire KLavak, practically without loss, but the
32nd Brigade, directed against Hetman Chair
and the communication trench connecting that
point with the south-west corner of the Ismail
Oglu Tepe spur, failed to make good its point.
The brigade had lost direction' in the first
instance, moving north-east instead of
east, and though it attempted to carry
the communication trench from the north-
east with great bravery and great dis-
regard of life, it never succeeded in rectifying
the original mistake. The 33rd Brigade, sent
up in haste with orders to capture this com-
munication trench at all costs, fell into pre-
cisely the same error, part of it marching north
east and part south-east to Susuk Kuyu.

Meanwhile the 29th Division, whose attack
had been planned for 3.30 p.m., had attacked

Scimitar Hill (Hill 70) with great dash. The
87th Brigade, on the left, carried the trenches
on Scimitar Hill, but the 86th Brigade were1

checked and upset by a raging forest fire across
their front. Eventually pressing on, they
found themselves unable to advance up the
valley between the two spurs owing to the
failure of the 32nd Brigade of the llth Division
on their right. The brigade then tried to
attack eastwards, but were decimated by a
cross fire of shell and musketry from the north
and south-east. The leading troops were
simply swept off the top of the spur, and had
to fall back to a ledge south-west of Scimitar
Hill, where they found a little cover. Whilst
this fighting was in progress the 2nd Mounted
Division moved out from Lala Baba in open
formation to take up a position of readiness
behind Yilghin Burnu. During this march
they came under a remarkably steady and ac-
curate artillery fire. The advance of these
English Yeomen was a sight calculated to send
a thrill of*pride through anyone with a drop
of English blood running in their veins. Such
superb martial spectacles are rare in modern
waf. Ordinarily it should always be possible
to bring up reserves under some sort of cover
from shrapnel fire. Here, for a mile and a
half, there was nothing to conceal a mouse,
much less some of the most stalwart soldiers
England has ever sent from her shores. De-
spite the critical events in other parts of the
field, I could hardly take my glasses from the
Yeomen: they moved like men marching on
parade. Here and there a shell would take
toll of a cluster; there they lay; there was
no straggling; the others moved steadily on;
not a man was there who hung back or hur-
ried. But such an ordeal must consume some
of the battle-winning fighting energy of those
subjected to it, and it is lucky indeed for the
Turks that the terrain, as well as the lack of
trenches, forbade us from letting the 2nd
Mounted Division loose at close quarters to the
enemy without undergoing this previous too
heavy baptism of fire.

Now that the llth Division had made their
effort, and failed, the 2nd South Midland
Brigade (commanded by Brigadier-General
Earl of Longford) was sent forward from its
position of readiness behind Yilghin Burnu, in
the hope that they might yet restore the for-
tunes of the day. This brigade, in action for
the first time, encountered both bush fires and
musketry without flinching, but the advance
had in places to be almost by inches, and the
actual close attack by the Yeomen did not take
place until night was fast falling. On the left
they reached the foremost line of the 29th
Division, and on the right also they got as far
as the leading battalions. But, as soon as it
was dark, one regiment pushed up the valley
between Scimitar Hill and Hill 100 (on Ismail
Oglu Tbpe), and carried the trenches on a
small knoll near the centre of this horseshoe.
The regiment imagined it had captured Hill
100, which would have been a very notable
success, enabling as it would the whole of our
line to hang on and dig in. But when the re-
port came in some doubt was felt as to its
accuracy, and a reconnaissance by staff officers
showed that the knoll was a good way from
Hill 100, and that a strongly-held semi-circle
of Turkish brenches (the enemy having been
heavily reinforced) still denied us access to the
top of the hill. As the men were too done,


